Power your restaurant chain with enterprise software built for performance

There's an easier way to manage your front of house, kitchen, inventory, workforce and customer loyalty. Keep your restaurant business connected, supported and under control with a truly unified business solution.

LS First extends Microsoft Dynamics 365 Supply Chain and Dynamics 365 Commerce with strong F&B functionality. LS First is available in Microsoft Cloud for Retail.

Connect

Connect people, data, and processes with a single platform that covers the entire business. Give your employees the information they need when they need it, connect with customers on mobile, online and in the restaurant, and get data that you can rely on and use to make your business better.

Control

Manage all your operations and processes effectively within one environment. LS First unifies all transactions, processes inventory, and staff information, and helps you do your job faster. Add applications and functionality with real-time agility.

Support

Select a platform that is backed by Microsoft and built by a team with over two decades of experience in the industry. LS First for restaurants extends leading ERP solutions Microsoft Dynamics 365 Supply Chain and Microsoft Dynamics 365 Commerce.

Ideal for:

- Restaurant enterprises running Dynamics 365 ERP
- Restaurant chains that need restaurant software + ERP
- Large QSR and fast casual restaurant chains
- Restaurant, café, pub franchises
- Catering companies
Support and connect all roles in your enterprise

Give all your employees the tools and information they need to excel at their job.

**Board of directors and CEO**
Get a complete, clear picture of your enterprise. Grow your revenue and customer base using information and insights that are accurate and current.
- Track productivity and performance in real time
- Add new locations quickly
- Act fast, using real-time data and insights
- Spot opportunities and add new technology as needed

**CFO and financial team**
Financials, sales, inventory, and production are all within the same system, so your data is always in sync, and you get timely and reliable cost and revenue information.
- Spend less time on financial reconciliation
- Understand your data using intelligent analytics and build reliable forecasts
- See performance per location, employee, item, shift, and reduce costs
- Decrease the cost of ownership

**Restaurant manager**
Keep track of all your KPIs – inventory levels, performance, staff scheduling and budgeting – within one software solution.
- Track and improve financial and employee performance
- Reconcile inventory and automate reordering
- Get a 360-degree view of your guests on all channels and personalize interactions
- Manage operations, menus, offers, and deals

**Kitchen and front of house**
Keep your front of house and kitchen organized and in sync and serve customers quickly, professionally, and with a smile.
- Serve guests where they are: at the table or counter, in the drive thru, at the curbside, online
- Send orders from the POS straight to the kitchen
- Give guests clear information on dishes and ingredients
- Add and split gratuity, manage tip pooling
Run your operations with one platform

**Point of Sale (POS)**
Speed up order-taking by 20% with conversational ordering, and send orders straight to the kitchen display systems (KDS).

**Back of house**
Centrally set menus, recipes, meal deals, prices, POS terminals. Track inventory use by recipe, and reduce waste and ingredient costs.

**Kitchen**
Keep your order preparation organized, and connect kitchen and front-of-house staff with a two-way communication between kitchen displays and POS.

**Front of house**
Serve customers at the table, bar, drive thru and curbside. Manage tables and seats for dine-in guests. Split checks, add tips, give discounts, and take secure payments.

**Guest loyalty**
Give your guests more reasons to return with loyalty programs, personalized offers, deals, and service that is fast, accurate, and personal.

**Analytics**
Get real-time data you can trust. Track your performance, understand what factors influence it, and build a winning business strategy on data and intelligence.

**Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP**
Expand your capabilities. Add the functionality you need from the entire Microsoft Dynamics 365 suite of products and solutions.
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